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The world is changing, 
a NEW NORM will happen



1990 1995 2000 2010 2020

It is happening now…



Jenius Being Part of The New Norm as a Life Finance



Jenius want to be 
the living veins for 
the Indonesian 



Card Center 
Managing your  

money seamlessly

Maxi Saver 
Creating term deposit less than  

15 seconds with optimum interest 
rate

Moneytory 
A financial diary for healthier  

cash flow

Flexi Saver 
Flexible saving with optimum  

interest rate 5%

e-Wallet Center 
Top up and manage e-wallet 

never been this easy. I.e. OVO, 
GOPAY,  T-Cash, M-Tix & DANA

Video KYC 
A new way to verify your personal 

data through video call

Foreign Currency 
Four foreign currencies that can be 

connected to m-Card for easier 
transactions

Jenius Features  Which Help Support The New Norm

Jenius QR 
Standardise payments using 

the QR Code method to make 
transactions easier, faster, and 

safeguarded

Send It 
The easy way to send 
money and pay bills



Save with Jenius

Flexi Saver: Flexible Saving with high interest 
Rate: 4% p.a.

Dream Saver: Automatic Saving with high interest 
Rate: 4% p.a.

Maxi Saver: Term Deposit with maximum interest & simplicity.  
Rate: up to 5.5% p.a.



Card Center
Publish your cards for specific purposes 
Safely block unblock cards anytime 
Smartly set security limits

                       m-Card & x-Card 

(Visa Contactless Debit Card) 

                      e-Card 

(Visa Virtual Card)

04/18
1234 VALID THRU

Febri Rusli

1234    5678    1234    5678 



MONEYTORY 
The financial diary that helps organise cash flow is 
simpler than a Jenius app, so your life and finances 

become healthier.



Moneytory 

The income, expenditure, and 
difference are automatically 

summarised.

Easy to monitor financial charts 
according to date and nominal.

Every incoming and outgoing money 
is recorded according to the category.



Moneytory Features 

Every money in and out in the 
Active Balance will be recorded, 
categorised, and summarised 

automatically.

Manage cash flow  
more simply

According to date and nominal, 
expenditure movements can be 

monitored easily using charts whose 
periods can be chosen according to 

need.

Monitor expenses  
more easily

Every transaction in Active Balance is 
recorded directly in Moneytory, 

separated according to the category, 
& summarised automatically. Users 
can also sort income and expenses 

by nominal or according to time.

Transactions are recorded & 
categorized automatically

Moneytory will record the income and 
issuance of Active Balance according to 
the period you can set yourself. It can 
be monthly, based on a certain period, 

or starting from payday.

Free to choose the 
period as needed



Jenius Debit Card 
with Visa Contactless 

With Jenius Debit Visa Card, you can use contactless feature from Visa.  
Now you don’t even need to enter your PIN number and no swiping card 
necessary. 
  

 Easy way to settle the payment 
 No need to enter PIN, nor swiping card necessary 
 Limited transaction up to IDR 1 mio per card for transaction security



Singapore MRT 

New York SubwayLondon Subway Australia Vending Machine



MOBILE APP JENIUS KEYBOARD WEB BROWSER

Jenius Can Be Accessed in Several Digital Platform 



“My 74 year old daddy activating 
his @jeniusconnect account from home 

in an undershirt and batik shorts..”

- @nonitarespati



34 provinces from 
Sabang to Merauke

Spread 

514 cities 
and districts

The Impact is Contagious…



Co-Create
How Jenius Do This

or



Customer Voice is Our Priority

20
online events

> 18.000



5 Jenius Values 

BE AN OWNER 
Accountable for their work in Jenius. They're not 
just doing their job, but also responsible and 
proud to what they're doing.

Sprint Demo, Squad Model

BE BOLD 
Have the courage to ask for help, to voice ideas and to raise 
concerns. They're willing to discuss ideas with team, they do not 
hide disagreements or concerns. They want to discuss, debate and 
then move on to the next step.

Flat Organization, Squad Model

CUSTOMER FOCUS 
Put customers (external and internal) 

first in everything they do.

Cust. Listening, Co.Create

AGILE WAY OF WORKING 
Take small steps in working and get feedback. They 

are flexible and adaptable towards changes.

MVP, Iteration, Prototyping

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
They want to know more and to keep 

learning. They are adaptable to changes.

Sharing session (UIUX, Tech)



It’s The Agile Way of Working

MUCH 
BETTER 

IDEA

LISTENING LAUNCH

DEVELOPMENT

LAUNCHREQUIREMENTS

Innovation ≠ Perfection, Innovation = Continuous Improvement 
Involve your customers from early beginning. 

Test, learn, improve at clock speed

PROTOTYPINGBETTER 
IDEA

LISTENING LAUNCH

DEVELOPMENT

TEST
NEW 
IDEA

LISTENING

PROTOTYPING

DEVELOPMENT

TEST

LAUNCH



Focus more on customers as 
opposed to internal systems and 

processes.

Change of Mindset

From…. To…

Bank Centric Customer Centric

Critical Factors in Digital Transformation  



Create a highly creative and 
innovative culture by recruiting a 

diverse set of talent from different 
industries and backgrounds with a 

collective agile mindset.

Change in Culture

From…. To…

Traditional Bankers Diverse, Flexible Talent

Critical Factors in Digital Transformation  



Discard sequential development in 
favor of rapid, iterative refinements 

based on agile principles, and to 
have in the on-site capability.

Change in Way of Working

From…. To…

Business Needs

IT Requirements

IT Development

Waterfall Agile

APP MVP

… from user journeys

… hand-drown screens

… wireframes

… clickable  

Critical Factors in Digital Transformation  



Strong Agile Digital Culture 

Implement an agile way of working to adapt 
quickly to customers' needs through 
collaboration. 

Shifts in Digital Customer Experience Across 
Segment 

Revamping high-impact digital journeys to 
deliver a simple, smart, and safe experience 
to customers.

Transformation from Servicing to Engagement 

Transformation from bank centric to 
customers centric by creating different 
solutions which are more relevant to customer 
segment through digital engagement. 

Adoption of New Technologies 

Adopt new technology to accelerate the digital 
transformation and continuously deliver a 
quick and reliable solution. 
Technology is a necessity to address data 
management, enhance new requirements, and 
ensure the prevention of cybersecurity.

Accelerate the Digital Transformation  



Excellence Service in Digital 

REQUIREMENTS IMPLEMENTATION

BANK-WIDE STRATEGY

IT STRATEGY

DIGITAL STRATEGY

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

DIGITAL BUSINESS MODEL

DIGITIZATION SERVICE-DOMINANT 
LOGIC

OMNI-CHANNEL BANK-WIDE 
ARCHITECTURE

DIGITAL PLATFORM

Change of customer 
behaviour

Platform Organisational & 
Technical Architecture

Digital Service 
Ecosystem

Collaboration 
Co-creation 

Competences



Technology will be at the heart 
of successfully navigating the 

short, mid, and long-term 
problems banks face, and 

those that act fast and 
effectively will create a 

reliable platform to build on for 
years to come.



SIMPLER LIFE, HAPPIER YOU

THANK YOU


